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Description 
Inventor software is a high-end, mission-critical application that businesses depend on to 
generate designs and bills of materials and produce drawings that keep the doors open and the 
lights on. Reliability, efficiency, and productivity are key, yet most engineers and IT support staff 
are uninformed and oblivious to the needs of the tool, resulting in the purchase of hardware unfit 
for the task. Simply throwing money at the most expensive options on that workstation 
configurator won't translate into more performance in 3D CAD; in fact, it can have quite the 
exact opposite effect. So in this class, we'll clarify exactly what Inventor needs from a 
workstation, and how to purchase right and smart using real-world, large-assembly 
manufacturing data sets for benchmark testing. We'll also clarify a few hardware myths and 
confusions along the way, helping you to understand exactly what to buy to power your 
business as efficiently as possible. 
 
Speaker(s) 
I work as an Inventor & Vault consultant specialising in delivering data management 
implementations and managing CAD systems.  Formerly a senior technical engineer within a UK 
based Platinum Autodesk VAR specialising in Inventor, Vault Professional and many other 
Manufacturing products.  Currently I work in a large engineering company approx. 100-120 users of 
Inventor & Vault, managing the Vault systems and providing internal support & training.  I also create 
beginner through to advanced Inventor & Vault tutorials, tips & tricks and professional tech reviews 
via my YouTube channel TFI CAD Tips. 
 
 

 
 

Learning Objectives 
• Gain an understanding of how to pick the perfect workstation specification for 

Inventor  
• Discover how different businesses and industries can have vastly different 

hardware requirements  
• Discover the differences between Xeon, i7 and Ryzen CPUs, as well as Quadro, 

Radeon, and GeForce graphics cards and other common PC choices  
• Witness real-world, data-set benchmark tests that prove how differing component 

choices can accelerate certain product modules 
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Buying the Right Workstation for Autodesk Inventor  
 
As you can probably tell already from the size of this document, I can’t half talk.  I’m not going to 
lie, it’s a problem.  I think this originated from my YouTube career where in a video, if you omit a 
single detail or neglect to mention even a minor snippet of information, somebody somewhere 
will jump all over you for it and you’ll spend hours afterwards trying to clarify points like playing a 
game of whack-a-mole. 
 
Unfortunately, in my main classroom presentation at AU, I can’t go into as much detail as I want 
too.  Well, although I spent days trying to cut out information so that I didn’t go over time, I 
already know I will have overshot and waffled on too much even before I’ve done it.  It’s 
unavoidable for me. 
 
Fortunately, though! This is the handout, I can go into as much detail as I need to here and 
cover far more information than I ever could in the class.  This is my opportunity to include 
charts, additional benchmark tests, essentially reinforce points that I feel are important but that I 
was not able to include in the class purely due to my 1-hour time constraint. 
 
And for the benefit of anyone who actually reads this unreasonably lengthy document, there are 
some critical points raised throughout that on face value could be taken as being quite unfair on 
Autodesk.  Please see the “closing opinions” section at the end where I provide some 
explanations and balance in respect to Autodesk and their point of view on these matters. 
 
 

Why Care About the Workstation? 
So, indeed.  The question “Why is my Inventor running slow?” is a complicated one.  The 
question “Should I buy a new computer to make Inventor go faster for me?” is an even more 
complicated one.  Contrary to the source material of my class, it isn’t always about hardware.  
There are also multiple software level issues which could be crippling your performance, 
unfortunately that is way beyond the scope of this class and something I can’t go into.  But 
needless to say, overly aggressive anti-virus software, poorly configured storage locations, 
corrupt drivers, broken constraints to name but a few, could all be contributing towards the poor 
performance that you might be experiencing.  Best thing I could suggest there is to first open 
your data on somebody else’s workstation, see if it’s still an issue, and run the Inventor Bench 
tool on your workstation and validate the score against someone else with a similar system. 
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But this is my point, this is exactly why I’m doing this class and writing this handout.  If you’re 
wondering why your Inventor is slow and you genuinely want to find out why, I’m hoping this 
class can help you understand why.  I’m hoping there’s enough information here to help you 
establish if the hardware you have is good enough, allowing you to make an informed decision 
on whether buying something new will actually yield a performance gain or not.  That’s one of 
the motivations behind my research, another is for those who are buying a new workstation or 
an upgrade, helping them to choose the right parts for peace of mind knowing that their 
workstation won’t ever be a bottleneck for them whilst they work. 
 

The Workstation 
I mentioned this in the class, but it’s important to be clear on which area of computing we’re 
talking about here.  As with anything in life, there are multiple platforms that you can work on 
now, for example: 
 

1. Prebuilt desktop workstations 
2. Prebuilt consumer home computers 
3. DIY enthusiast systems 
4. Laptops/notebooks 
5. Virtual machines 
6. Thin clients/VDI terminals 

 
It’s common knowledge within the enthusiast community that building your own system using 
separately purchased parts can result in a higher performing system at a lower cost, in 
comparison to purchasing a branded system from a store.  However, this is also a topic which is 
far too complex and detailed to cover in addition to the class source material.  Saying that, and I 
need to prefix this with this is purely my opinion, but it is my opinion that you should never 
deploy a DIY enthusiast system into a professional business environment.  For many reasons, 
chief amongst those being that you have no full system support, you have individually separated 
staggered warranties from multiple different questionably reliable sources, and should anything 
go wrong you’re unlikely to know why and where… which will significantly increase the duration 
of downtime which to me is an unacceptable risk.  I will always instruct a client to spend slightly 
more on a branded vendor workstation and take the peace of mind that comes with the 
enterprise support. 
 
Let’s take a close look at the internal component parts of a workstation, well, the important key 
parts that we need to consider when purchasing. 
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The Case 
 

 
 
The case which houses your new all-powerful workstation really doesn’t add anything at all 
towards its performance (if you’re disagreeing with me already, bear with me and please read 
on).  That in turn makes it an unexciting prospect and barely worth a mention.  However, there 
are a few things here which are worth some consideration, nothing more nothing less, just keep 
these things in mind. 
 
In the PC enthusiast space, the case has become a primary focal point for aesthetics, with 
emphasis being placed on certain features based on industry trends.  As it stands today, 
consumers demand clean sharp lines, quality materials & construction, cable management 
assistance, sound dampening, tempered glass transparent or tinted side panels to showcase 
the PC internals, coloured LED integration (RGB) and arguably more importantly, a good airflow 
design.  Here are some examples of typical enthusiast cases: 
 

Case 
(Chassis) 
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Notice in the opening paragraph I stated that the case doesn’t add to the performance, it can 
however restrict performance in some situations.  This is exclusively due to air flow, and our 
vendor workstations are not exempt from this.   
 
Every component within the PC or workstation draws in power in order to function, each 
component as a unique power draw rating and will increase power consumption whilst under 
heavy load.  Basic science will conclude that consuming power generates heat, and that heat 
needs to be dissipated out from inside the case.   
 
A typical PC case will have at least one fan acting as in intake fan, pulling in ambient 
temperature air in from outside the case.  The cooler clean air passes through a dust filter (if 
fitted) and flows through the case (a key part of PC building is to ensure that there are no 
blockages to the flow of air through the case).   
 
Internal fans are fitted to parts such as the graphics card or the CPU cooling unit attached to 
either an aluminium heatsink or radiator, the fan will blow cool air through the heatsink, using 
the clean cool air to disperse the heat from within the heatsink.  The internal fans are in turn 
consuming the cool air and emitting hot air back into the case, this hot air then joins the flow of 
air passing through the case and is exhausted out the back via the rear case fan, usually 
referred to as the exhaust fan.   
 
The intake of clean cool air is also used to passively cool the various other static components 
within the system such as the VRM array (voltage regulator module) on the motherboard, RAM 
and storage devices, however almost everything within the PC system can benefit from staying 
cooler. 
 
Many PC enthusiasts take great pride in their case fan quantities and placement to ensure a 
good air flow throughout the inside of the case.  Without enough intake of cool air, the internal 
parts will run hotter than ideal, and when parts run hot, they throttle down because of the 
increased thermal temperature.  This is known as thermal throttling and is a term used to 
describe the behavior of parts slowing down due to the components exceeding their ideal 
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operating temperatures, the parts will dial themselves back and run at a slower rate to assist 
with the cooling down process, the cycle then repeats. 
 
This all sounds rather complicated? Indeed, PC enthusiasts bask in the complexity of this 
matter, adjusting voltage levels and fan curves to create the optimum scenario for power 
delivery, performance and heat generation.   
 
We on the other hand, we don’t have to worry ourselves at all with any of that! One of the many 
benefits of purchasing a vendor workstation is that we trust their engineers and the experience 
they have in this market, we place trust in them to ensure that what they’ve designed will 
perform to the best of its ability.  It’s their job to ensure the case has enough intake and exhaust 
fans to adequately cool the internal parts, and to ensure the flow of air is unrestricted and 
smooth.  But this is one of the many factors that differentiate one vendor from another.  The 
parts in our workstations are no different to the parts in an enthusiast PC, they still consume 
power and generate heat, that heat absolutely must be transported away and out of the case.  
Most of our workstations will contain only two case fans, one for intake and one exhaust fan, 
how much R&D went into the design of the thermal layout of your workstation is an unknown to 
the customer. 
 
Regarding the other attributes of a workstation case, most of the enthusiast needs are not 
relevant to us, we don’t need nor, do we want clear side panels and dancing programmable 
LED lights.  We do need to be slightly mindful of aesthetics though, in the complete opposite 
context however.  If you visited an office and you saw a pattern of these underneath 
everybody’s desk, what kind of impression would that set? 
 

 
 
There’s a good reason why even up to this day, vendor workstations have bypassed case 
trends in favor of remaining inconspicuous and simple.  The vendor workstation is typically 
deployed in enterprise environments where professionalism is crucial.  That’s why 10 years ago 
your HP case looked like this: 
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And today, they share an almost identical design language: 
 

  
 
As one last final point of consideration for the case… and by the way can you see why I 
severely struggled to keep my class presentation to under an hour, I’ve just done 6 pages on 
just the workstation case! But as a final point, the only other real point of interest with the 
workstation case is the ports and optical drive availability.  It’s something which is completely 
out of your control to a certain degree although you can choose various options in the 
configurator, but if you absolutely need a certain number of USB ports on the front and a DVD 
drive (something which is now genuinely becoming obsolete), then you’ll have to research the 
workstation and look at the product imagery to see what you’ll get with that model. 
 

The Motherboard 
 

 
  
Fortunately for you, there genuinely isn’t much to write home about with the motherboard.  As 
was the case for the… well the case, most of the internal parts of a PC are utilised extensively 

Motherboard 
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and have multiple facets to them within the enthusiast scene, with the motherboard being no 
different.  Choosing the motherboard is very important when building your own computer, for 
multiple reasons that I’ll spare you here! For us however, when you’re purchasing your shiny 
new vendor workstation, you simply get what you’re given here.  There’s barely anything worth 
mentioning here as yet again, we trust the vendor to provide us with a suitable motherboard 
capable of handling the internal parts efficiently and effectively. 
 
The only point of note here is the motherboard size.  The size? Yes, the size! For many people, 
this simply won’t ever be an issue, if you’re purchasing a batch of 200 workstations for a 
drawing office then this simply will not be an issue for you.  However if you’re buying for 
yourself, and in the back of your mind you’re thinking maybe I’ll add some parts to the PC later 
on… an additional graphics card for example, or a new third party 7.1 sound card, you’ll need to 
consider the motherboard size as this dictates the number of available expansion slots within a 
workstation. 
   
If you take another look at the image above, that is the HP Z2 G4 Tower Workstation, it’s a 
small form factor case and therefore the motherboard isn’t the regular ATX size, it’s more akin 
to the Micro ATX form factor.  This smaller motherboard size has fewer expansion slots, for 
example fewer PCIe slots used by the graphics card.  And therefore, due to the limited 
availability of slots and the surrounding area, the HP Z2 G4 Tower Workstation simply would not 
be able to accommodate an additional graphics card.  So, if this was something you would be 
interested in doing in the future, the Z2 G4 would not be a suitable choice for you, you would 
need to choose the larger Z4 G4 workstation.  Please note that these model numbers are 
current at the time of writing, they will be superseded by different models in the near future.     
 

The Power Supply 
 

 

Power Supply 
(PSU)  
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As you might be able to tell, I’m covering the lesser important parts first! And the power supply 
(PSU) is probably the least important component when it comes to purchasing a vendor 
workstation.  You have absolutely no say in what brand of PSU is used, the quality of the 
cables, the appearance of the cables, you simply get what you’re given! 
 
On some vendor configurators, they do allow you to specify a larger capacity PSU.  This won’t 
increase performance at all on any level, in fact, some studies have shown that using a large 
capacity PSU on a low power consuming system can lead to power wastage due to power 
delivery curves but again, this really isn’t something we need to concerned about with vendor 
workstations. 
 
The bottom line, you’ll typically have two PSU options, a smaller and a larger size, rated in 
Watts i.e. 375W or 760W.  The smaller PSU will be chosen by the vendor as being perfectly 
capable of adequately supplying power to the workstation, so if you’re happy with that, choose 
that.  However, if you’re considering adding additional parts in the future i.e. a second graphics 
card, you’re free to select the larger PSU at a slightly additional cost.  Selecting this will not 
have any positive or negative impact on performance.   
 

Memory (RAM) 
 

 
 
Now we’re getting into the meat and bones of it! The RAM, to many, the saying goes “I need 
more memory to make my computer go faster” which of course is absolute nonsense, or is it? 
 
This is why I’m creating a lengthy handout. 
 

Memory 
(RAM)  
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With regards to choosing the RAM for your vendor workstation, the good news is that the 
vendor will supply you with the correct memory ‘type’ which will be compatible with the rest of 
your system.  All you need to do is decide on these two things: 
 
1. How much memory do you need? 
2. Do you want ECC or non-ECC RAM? 
 
EC what now?  
 
As finickity as might appear to discuss this, it’s actually a major gotcha for a lot of people, it got 
me 15 years ago when I ordered in a memory upgrade for a customer whilst I was working in a 
CAD supplier.  Not be aware of this won’t cause any damage, it will just waste your time. 
 
Workstation memory modules can be either ECC registered or non-ECC registered.  If you go 
look at any online retailer, you’ll see it mentioned in the specs of the RAM: 
 

 
 
ECC stands for Error-Correcting Code.  It’s a feature on the RAM module which detects and 
corrects the most common kinds of internal data corruption.  If you’d like to read up more on 
this, head on over to the Wikipedia article https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECC_memory 
  
To avoid trying to explain this in a lengthy paragraph, here’s a quick bullet point fact list with 
everything you need to know about ECC RAM. 
 
1. ECC RAM is only supported on and can only be used with Intel Xeon Processors.  (AMD 

Ryzen CPUs can also use some variants of ECC RAM but currently we can’t specific 
Ryzen CPUs in vendor workstations) 

2. ECC RAM will not work with Intel Core Processors 
3. You cannot mix ECC and non-ECC RAM modules.  This is the ‘gotcha’ that I referenced 

earlier 
4. If you buy a vendor workstation and choose ECC RAM (sometimes you don’t have an 

option), and you wish to add additional RAM later on, you absolutely must purchase the 
same type of ECC RAM else the system won’t boot 

5. ECC RAM is slightly more expensive than non-ECC RAM 
6. You will not see any performance enhancements using ECC RAM 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECC_memory
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7. And finally, honestly, I’m not even sure if Autodesk know whether or not ECC RAM 
provides reliability enhancements to their software by way of the Error-Correcting Code.  
Feel free to ask them 

 
Me, personally, if I’m buying a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon Processor, I’ll go for the 
ECC RAM options.  If for nothing else just for the peace of mind. 
 
So how much memory do you need? Well, intentionally trying to not use the piece of string 
saying, it really depends, but there are guidelines. 
 
We’ve established what the difference between ECC and non-ECC RAM is, we don’t need to 
worry about the RAM specs as the vendor takes care of that, so all that’s left is to decide how 
much of it you want.  Asides from the obvious inevitable side effect being that more RAM is 
more expensive, there are some things to think about. 
 
I mean, let’s not make this out to be more complicated than it needs to be.  Its as simple as this, 
if you have the budget for it, put in as much RAM as you can! However, if you don’t happen to 
work for a Fortune 500 company and don’t have an unlimited budget, read on. 
 
The bar height is changing at an alarming rate, it’s only been a few years since 4GB of RAM 
was enough for the average CAD user… in fact it feels like only yesterday that we were using 
32bit operating systems which where capable of only seeing only 4GB RAM at most.  Times 
have changed dramatically though, you can’t apply thought processes from yesterday and apply 
them to todays world.  The fact is that now, 4GB of RAM just isn’t enough for even a home 
internet browsing computer.   
 
Right now, I’m typing out this handout on a brand-new HP Envy X360 2in1 tablet.  When I was 
shopping around for it, I couldn’t help but despair at the sheer volume of tablets being sold to 
unassuming buyers with only 4GB RAM installed, they’re doomed from day 1.  My tablet has 
Windows 10, the bare essentials installed such as Dropbox, Bitdefender Internet Security, and 
not much else… it’s only 1 week old therefore it hasn’t been polluted by junk and leftovers yet.  I 
bought it with 8GB RAM, and on idle with nothing open, it uses as good as 3GB RAM. 
 
If you’re wondering why the image states 7GB RAM rather than 8GB, the tablet uses the system 
RAM as video RAM for the onboard graphics. 
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Opening a mere handful of regular common programs pushes RAM usage over the 4GB mark.  
Outlook, Work, Chrome, File Explorer and PowerPoint. 
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This class isn’t a recommendation piece on how much you can get away with not spending, or 
what the bare minimum is.  RAM is very much like the pay-out limits on an insurance policy, you 
pay for as much as you can afford because you might never know how much you might need.  
But if you’re after some hard and cold numbers, here are a couple of recommendations: 
 

1. 8GB is absolutely not enough for a CAD workstation 
2. 16GB might be OK for small designs, small assemblies, small drawings, but I can’t say it 

would be OK for any other applications you might use alongside Inventor.  You’re likely 
to encounter RAM bottlenecks at some point and it’s more likely than not that you’ll wish 
you did choose 32GB RAM 

3. 32GB RAM is the sweet spot at the moment, it might seem an outrageously high amount 
but it really isn’t any more 

4. 64GB RAM is probably unnecessary for most Inventor users, unless you know you’ll be 
regularly working with assemblies that exceed roughly 5,000 parts.  64GB is the typical 
limit of how much memory is supported by the Core series of processors and the 
workstation class Xeon processors 

 
It’s worth reiterating that if you have the budget, there’s no harm in going for 64GB RAM.  If you 
typically only use around 13-16GB RAM on a daily basis, your system won’t be running any 
faster than if you had 32GB RAM in there… but sometimes it’s worthwhile having that buffer if 
you can afford it. 
 
One final point on system RAM.  When you’re choosing the RAM quantity on the vendor 
configurator, you’ll see the same RAM quantity listed more than once, like this: 
 

 
 
 
The difference between the two lines is the second stat, 4x8GB and 2x16GB. 
 
4x8GB = 4 memory sticks of 8GB RAM = 32GB 
2x16GB = 2 memory sticks of 16GB RAM = 32GB 
 
So, what’s the difference? Well, not much, nothing that we need to be too concerned about 
anyway.  On most motherboards, having 4 sticks of RAM will enable the RAM to run in quad 
channel mode.  This sounds great, but the only CPUs which support quad channel mode are 
actually not great for Autodesk Inventor, for all other CPUs, you can still use 4 sticks of RAM but 
they’ll run in dual channel mode instead.  Don’t be too disheartened by this though, even though 
quad channel mode doubles memory bandwidth throughput, most publicly available benchmark 
testing shows that quad channel mode makes little to no difference to even the most intensive 
synthetic benchmark suites, therefore it’s a safe bet that your 3D CAD won’t yield any gains 
from it either.  The big difference of using 4 sticks of RAM on a 4-slot motherboard is a more 
rudimentary problem… you have no free slots now to upgrade your RAM! So, if you do later 
decide to upgrade to 64GB, you’ll need to buy a full 64GB kit rather than an additional 32GB to 
add on to what you’ve already got.  Which also happens to be the one and only advantage to 
choosing the 2x16GB option, you’ll be left with 2 free slots to upgrade later on. 
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Storage 
 

 
 
OK so this one requires a lot of info, gone are the days where we only had 1 type of drive just 
with different capacities!  
 
To be clear, I can’t tell you how much storage you need, 512GB might be more than enough for 
one person but nowhere near enough for the next, so in this section I’m mostly going to focus 
on explaining the different storage types.  But on that note, if you’re using Autodesk Inventor 
and Windows 10, just a heads up that 128GB drives will fill up very fast.  You might want to 
consider 256GB as a minimum and take it from there. 
 
Alrighty then, I need to emphasise a point quite strongly here: 
 

Never, NEVER EVER accept and buy the default 
options on a vendor workstation configurator
 
When you visit the configurator landing page on a vendor’s website, they want to draw you in 
with attractive low pricing… THE PRIZIZZION TZX99X9 WORKSTATION FROM $999 for 
example. 
And the way they achieve that low starting price is by defaulting their configurator to the 
cheapest and worst parts available, with the expectation that you’ll upgrade each part which in 
turn increases the price.  And without any question, one of the most devious ways they achieve 
this is by offering a terrible dated and slow mechanical hard disk drive (HDD) as the only 
storage device in the workstation.   

Storage 
(HDD, SSD)  
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Call me crazy, but we’ve reached the point where solid-state drives (SSD) are very affordable, 
they’ve been in circulation and production for many years already, therefore ignoring an 
absolute tiny minority of special cases, there is absolutely no excuse for offering mechanical 
HDDs in professional workstations as the boot drive.  They should not even be there as an 
option any more.  If you’ve never experienced the difference an SSD makes to… to literally 
everything that you do on the computer, you’re wasting so much of your working life right now.  
We can talk about CPU performance gains all day long, graphics card improvements, more 
RAM etc etc but there is absolutely nothing else which immediately gives you such a 
monumental productivity boost than simply switching to an SSD.  It’s the difference between 
waiting 2 minutes or 12 seconds for your system to boot, it’s the difference between waiting 1 
minute or 5 seconds for Inventor to launch, it’s like the equivalent of moving from dial-up modem 
to LTE 4G internet.  You could plough tens of thousands of dollars into a workstation spec, but 
by simply having a mechanical HDD, you could still be left feeling like you’re working on a 
dreadful potato of a PC. 
 
These old dated HDDs still have a place, but your main boot drive is not one of them.  Shame 
on the vendors for typically selecting these as the default to keep that starting price low.  In my 
view, if a customer bought one of these unknowingly and ended up with a mechanical HDD, that 
could make that customer feel more negativity towards the vendor than just increasing the price 
by a few dollars and making sure they get that SSD. 
 
Alright Neil I hear you, you’ve made your point, but what’s the deal here? Why are SSDs so 
much better than HDDs and what are the pro’s and con’s because there always is some. 
 
Mechanical HDDs – so for dozens of years, that’s all we had.  We didn’t know any better, they 
weren’t considered ‘slow’ because we had nothing else to compare them with.  The problem 
with HDDs is they have moving parts inside them.  See below. 
 

 
 
That big CD looking silver circle is called the platter and it rotates on a spindle, that’s where the 
data is stored.  Underneath that is an actuator arm with a read/write head on the end of it.  
When you ask the PC to open a program or access a file, that platter spins at 5400RPM or 
7200RPM and the actuator arm moves up and down the surface of the platter.  Not only is this 
quite noisy, but it’s also relatively slow.  And over time as your data becomes scattered further 
around the platter (known as fragmentation), the arm needs to move further and more frequently 
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to access the data on the platter, which is one of the reasons why old computers become even 
slower as they get older.  There are other factors to keep in mind, because an HDD has moving 
parts, impact forces can damage the internals of the drive along with good old wear and tear. 
Are there any benefits to HDDs? Sure.  They’re cheaper.  But by saving $100 from choosing a 
mechanical HDD, you’re sacrificing the value in almost all the other components in your 
workstation.  Also, due to the maturity of HDD technology, they’re available in larger capacities 
up to 12TB.  It will be quite some time before we see attainable consumer SSDs at 12TB. 
So, whilst I would never ever recommend a mechanical HDD as your main boot drive device, 
they make an ideal secondary drive for data storage alongside an SSD.  This is how I configure 
every system I deliver.  Windows and all primary mission critical applications will be installed 
onto the SSD (the C drive), whilst non-critical programs and general document/file storage can 
be saved off to the HDD (the D or E drive or whatever drive letter you want to assign to it). 
 
Solid-State Drives – so the SSD revolution was a slow burner at first.  Unfortunately, when they 
first hit the market, they were mostly unobtainable due to severely high pricing, and that 
message seemed to make it through to a lot of people.  And that messaging seems to have 
stuck with them, these people still believe that SSDs are for the rich and famous only, 
unobtainable, something for ‘the others’ to enjoy.  But that’s simply just not the case anymore.  
They where also led to believe that SSDs will burn out and fail on you quickly, their shelf life was 
short.  But again, not really the case. 
 
In the UK for example, anyone can obtain a trusted branded SSD for as little as £35, or even 
£20 if you opt for a smaller capacity 128GB drive. 
 

 
 
But Neil, they wear out fast, my data is too valuable, I can’t risk having my main drive burning 
out on me! 
Whilst that’s not true to such a dramatic extent, it is true that SSDs wear out over time.  But 
whether or not this will happen within your typical time with the SSD i.e. until you replace your 
computer, is highly debateable and doubtful.  I’d love to go off on a tangent to discuss MTBF 
figures and cell wear levelling techniques but believe it or not, I’m having to draw the line 
somewhere! 
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Bottom line though, I’ve been using SSDs for several years now and I’ve never had a drive 
failure.  I’ve yet to see one fail in our engineering offices either.  And I hate to say it… actually, 
that’s not strictly true I love saying this, but if you have incredibly valuable and irreplaceable 
data stored just on your local PC SSD, or even an HDD for that matter, and a single drive failure 
will lose it forever because you have no backup, then unfortunately you’re doing it all wrong.  
Always have a backup. 
 
Anyway, earlier we looked at the internals of a mechanical HDD, let’s take a look at the inside of 
an SSD: 
 

  
Spot the difference? No moving parts, at all.  Those black rectangles are NAND Flash memory 
chips, that’s where your data is stored.  The larger black square at the bottom is the memory 
controller, this is a mini-processor responsible for handling the requests between your PC and 
the chips.  SSDs excel at performance because of the lack of physical moving parts to read and 
write data, everything is handled in 1’s and 0’s.   
 
Just to make things a little more interesting, or arguably more complicated, there are multiple 
different types of SSDs, I’ll try and keep this on a need-to-know level.  There are two main areas 
in which SSDs can vary: 
 

1. Form factor (physical size and shape of the drive) 
2. Interface (the connection between the drive and your PC) 

 
Form Factor – staying true to the context of an SSD being positioned inside of a vendor 
workstation, there are a few different form factors that an SSD can come in.  The most common 
are: 
 

2.5” Internal drive 
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M.2 

 
PCIe Card 
 

 
Interface – the interface is the channel of communication between the SSD and your PC.  Some 
form factors only support 1 type of interface, whereas some can support more than 1.  The 
interface can dictate and limit the read and write speeds of the SSD.  There are two main 
interface types: 
 
SATA 

 
PCIe 
 

 
 
This is where things become a little blurred and confusing.  A SSD connected via SATA is 
typically rated to roughly 550MB/s read and write speeds due to the throughput limitation of the 
SATA interface.  The 2.5” form factor SSD drive is almost exclusively always going to be 
connected via SATA.  
You can purchase M.2 form factor SSDs which connect via SATA, although they don’t connect 
via SATA cable.  Your motherboard will have a M.2 slot, and that slot will be connected on the 
board to the SATA bus.  But, you can also have M.2 slots connected to the PCIe bus lanes too, 
therefore M.2 drives can either be SATA or PCIe compatable. 
A SSD connected to the PCIe interface can read and write significantly faster than a SATA 
connected drive. 
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Can I make your day a little worse though?  
 
Workstation vendors acknowledged that these form factors and interface terms are way too 
confusing to the average buyer.  So instead of offering you a 512GB Samsung M.2 PCIe solid-
state drive, they decided to rebrand the drives with proprietary names! So as well as needing to 
figure out the lingo, you’ll be needing to figure out what a HP Z Turbo Drive is! Or a Dell Ultra-
Speed Drive Quad?! Depending on where you are they may prefix the branding with the form 
factor and interface too, but that’s not guaranteed. 
 
Honestly, when I began this document at 1:46am yesterday morning… (it’s now 2:33am the 
following morning), I never intended for this to become a complete comprehensive workstation 
training course but apparently that’s what I’m doing! 
 
Anyway, which is best and what does it matter to Autodesk Inventor?  
 
As discussed, a SSD using the PCIe interface is best performing SSD we can choose in vendor 
workstations right now.  They’re objectively faster in all tests and metrics.  The form factor 
doesn’t really matter, whether you go for a M.2 drive or a PCIe card (which is usually a M.2 
drive inside a case, attached to an adaptor!), it’s the interface that really matters. 
 
Don’t hate me, but whether you go for SATA or PCIe, it actually has a varied impact on 
Autodesk Inventor! In fact, in some of the workflows that you might think are no-brainers for 
seeing gains from a better storage device, you actually see no difference.  See the below 
benchmark chart.  I used 3 different storage devices in the same workstation to perform the 
same test, opening a 2332 part large assembly.  And no, you’re not reading that incorrectly, one 
of them is a mechanical HDD, and yes that opened the large assembly faster than the SSDs! I’ll 
explain afterwards. 
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One thing I’ve learned from benchmark testing Inventor for nearly three years now, is that 
Inventor is a nightmare to benchmark test.  Because so much of the application is limited to one 
core, including opening files, fluctuations in Windows background processes even to a minimal 
extent can take resource away from that one core, causing measurable differences across 
performing the same task.  Therefore although it appears that the mechanical HDD opens large 
assemblies faster than SSDs, this 2 seconds variation is well within the margin of error for 
Inventor tasks.  I’ve seen time variations of anything up to 30-40% whilst performing the same 
task, on the same PC, repeatedly in succession.  But let’s think about this carefully, the SATA 
interface for example can read and write at around 550MB/s.  If you attempted to open an IPT 
file which is 550MB in size, or save one for that matter, do you believe Inventor will complete the 
task within a straight second flat? Unfortunately not, because in 3D CAD, opening and saving 
data isn’t a straight forward read and write to disk operation. In fact, when you open an IPT for 
example, the actual process of reading the file from the SSD is a very small and minor part of 
what’s actually happening behind the scenes.  Indeed the file is read from the SSD, but there is 
so much more happening with the Inventor session prior to the model being opened into 
Inventor and displayed on screen ready for you to interact with it… the majority of what happens 
prior to that moment is processed on the CPU, the reading of the file may just be 1 second, but 
the file could take 8-10 seconds to open.  And that’s an extreme example, most IPTs are 
roughly 1MB in size, you do the math on that one! 
Saving data, however, appears to yields slightly different results. 
Here’s a test showing the same system performing a mass file save and migration of 965 parts, 
clearly the Z Turbo Drive (PCIe interface) removes a read/write bottleneck with the mechnical 
HDD here. 
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So whilst a fast performing SSD won’t accelerate everything within Inventor, remember that the 
3D CAD application you use isn’t the only application you’ll be using on your SSD.  A faster 
storage device will benefit literally everything you use on it, whether or not you could personally 
leverage the faster speeds of PCIe over SATA is something I can’t answer, but given the 
relatively minimal price increase from SATA to PCIe I’m always inclined to opt for PCIe.  There 
are countless times I can recall where I’ve processed large file copies and moving data around, 
having that PCIe storage device ensures that you’re running things as fast as we can sensibly 
be at this point. 
 
 
So to conclude this section, unless you have a unique requirement, do not under any 
circumstances chose a mechanical SDD as your main Windows primary boot drive, but by all 
means choose one as a 2nd drive for storing files.   
For your Windows boot drive, choose (for example) the M.2 PCIe SSD option. 
 

Graphics Card (GPU) 
 

 
 
Oh lordy this is going to be a big section, by the way, thank you if you’re still reading this, even 
though I don’t know that you are… it’s comforting to know that someone might read and absorb 
all this information! 
 
This is a section which could go on for hundreds of pages, I would rather avoid that if I can.  So 
I’ll stick to points that are relevant to our needs.  Rather than jumping right into “which graphics 
card should I buy”, lets take a look at the important features that differentiate all the graphics 
cards from one another.  And I do apologise in advance to the AMD fans out there, but in the 
interests of simplicity and document length, I’m only going to use Nvidia cards as a reference. 

Graphics 
Card (GPU)  
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The burning question, asked the world over by almost every workstation buyer: 
 
      
 
 
 
 
GeForce vs Quadro, or in AMD’s case, Radeon vs Radeon WX Pro. 
Well ain’t this a big one, where to begin. 
Let’s start with a low level description.   
The GeForce branding denotes products which are intended for & marketted towards gamers 
and home users, whereas Quadro branding denotes a product which is intended for 
professional workstation use.  There is a very close comparison to be made here between the 
Core and Xeon processor/CPU line, in that both the GeForce and the Quadro products share 
the same processor/chip, but are differentiated at a feature and software level.  But more about 
that later. 
 
Normally this wouldn’t be worth mentioning, but I feel it will cause confusion as time goes on.  
For well over 10 years, Nvidia have used either the GT or GTX prefix/suffix in some form as 
branding for their GeForce product lines.  As of 2018 with the 20 series line, Nvidia has changed 
the branding from GeForce ‘GTX’ to GeForce ‘RTX’.  There are significant feature differences 
between the GTX and RTX product line, however none that are currently enabled within 
Autodesk Inventor, and to be honest, I don’t hold hope on them ever being enabled.  Long story 
short, RTX on both the GeForce and the Quadro line, saw the introduction of a new ray tracing 
core inside the GPU, allowing for developers to utilise various API’s (application program 
interfaces) to process varying levels of real time ray tracing on the GPU core.  In theory, this 
should allow the GPU to render certain path tracing computations in real time where previously 
these calculations would take hours of still frame CPU rendering.  How well this work and how 
widespread the adoption will be, remains to be seen at this point. 
 
So in the GeForce line, products will be available in either RTX or GTX form, shown as either 
RTX 2080 or GTX 1080. 
 
The Quadro line has also recently adopted the RTX branding, although at the time of writing, the 
full RTX line along with the mobile line has yet to be released.  But so far the Quadro products 
are Quadro RTX 8000, Quadro RTX 6000 and Quadro RTX 5000.  For quite some time, many 
workstation vendors will continue to supply the previous generation of Quadro cards which will 
be (in order of performance) Quadro GV100, Quadro P6000, Quadro GP100, Quadro P5000, 
Quadro P4000 and Quadro P2000.  There are a few other lower ranged Quadro cards, but 
these should not be used with 3D CAD. 
 
Ok then, that’s a little bit about the branding and naming of the products, let’s get into what the 
real world differences are between the lines.  I’ll have to keep this to a basic level as this, again, 
could be a mini Harry Potter length story within a bigger story! 
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As discussed earlier, the GeForce line is the gaming branded line.  GeForce is for gamers.   
GeForce products are usually sold as a “board partner” offering.  The GeForce GPU chip is sold 
to the board partner i.e. Asus, Gigabyte, MSI etc and they will develop their own custom PCB 
for the GPU, with their own surrounding components and cooling solutions along with a unique 
card aesthetic per brand. 
 
MSI RTX 2080Ti 
 

 
 
Gigabyte RTX 2080Ti 

 
Both of the above products alongwith all over RTX 2080Ti cards, all contain the same GPU 
chip.  However each board partner is able to slightly increase GPU clock speeds, develop their 
own cooling solution, the monitor outputs etc how well they do this is the differentiator between 
these products. 
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Nvidia also sell a version of the GeForce cards, this is a ‘vanilla’ version of the GPU chip and is 
sold as a baseline, almost entry level version, with no extravagent features or styling.  They 
used to brand this the ‘Reference’ card but it’s now quite dramatically branded as the ‘Founders 
Edition’. 
 
Nvidia RTX 2080Ti Founders Edition 
 

 
 
The Geforce cards are extraordinarly powerful, using the very latest architectural advancements 
from Nvidia.  However the cards are intended for home consumers and enthusiast PC gamers, 
therefore the software drivers that enable the cards to function are tailored for and optimised 
only for the latest game titles.   
Nvidia or the professional software vendors i.e. Autodesk/Dassault make absolutely no 
provisions to test their software on the GeForce drivers.  Autodesk do not test ANY of 
their CAD applications on workstations containing GeForce products.    
I have quite a lot to say about that, but let’s conclude this section before we get into that. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Nvidia Quadro product line is explicitly intended for the professional market, which is a 
broad term.  It simply means it’s for people who require the GPU for their work. 
The Quadro line is not repackaged and sold by board partners, rather it is sold direct from 
Nvidia, the Quadro cards are manufactured and assembled by Nvidia, with PNY being one of 
the only board partners authorised to resell Quadro products.  Another significant differentiator 
between GeForce and Quadro is driver support from Nvidia and the professional software 
vendors.  Only the Quadro product line is tested on applications such as Autodesk Inventor, 
therefore only the Quadro drivers are certified for use with these applications.  Autodesk will 
regularly test the Quadro products with their software to ensure compatibility, and any issues 
detected during testing or post product release will only be implemented into the Quadro driver 
packages.  However, Autodesk Inventor will function perfectly capably on GeForce cards.  
Autodesk do not disable any functionality on GeForce hardware, and no aspects of Inventor are 
bottlenecked.  In fact, in real time use, it would be impossible to differentiate a workstation using 
a GeForce card from a workstation equipped with a Quadro card.  And users with GeForce 
products are 100% supported by Autodesk, contrary to historically documented articles.  
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They just won’t implement any software level patches into the application itself or drivers if a 
GeForce specific issue is encountered, whether that be with the GeForce drivers or the 
GeForce product. 
 
Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000 
 

 
Nvidia Quadro P4000 

 
The Quadro product line is similar to the GeForce line in that it has cards positioned at varying 
price points, each offering varying levels of graphical power/capability.  The end user has a wide 
choice of Quadro cards to suit both their budget and functional requirements.  Whilst it’s 
impossible to categorise these products in a manner applicable to all Inventor users, some of 
the Quadro line is considered ‘overkill’ for 3D CAD and will yield expensive diminishing returns, 
whilst others in the line are simply not adequate for 3D CAD, and are more suited for light 2D 
drafting applications. 
 
Generally with the Quadro range, the card most suited for Autodesk Inventor will begin at entry 
level with the Quadro n2000.  The n denotes the generation of the Nvidia architecture, this can 
be for example K2000, M2000 or P2000.  With K representing the Keplar architecture first 
brought to market in 2012, M represents their Maxwell architecture in 2014, and P is the Pascal 
architecture debuted in 2016.  The architecture for 2018 is codename ‘Turing’ however it 
remains to be seen if we’ll see a Quadro T2000, with Nvidia opting so far to use the ‘RTX’ 
branding instead for the higher tier Quadro cards based on Turing.   
 
As is the case with all Nvidia cards, the numerical notation signifies the equivalent successer 
from the next generation, aimed at a similar market and end user as the previous i.e. the P2000 
would be the new market replacement for the M2000, coming it at a similar price point with 
equiatable specifications usually bringing generational improvements. 
 
So, real talk now.  As demonstrated clearly in the AU class presentation and proven beyond any 
reasonable doubt, Autodesk Inventor is unfortunately not able to harness the incredible power 
available on modern GPU chips.  Todays GPU architectures contain immense computational 
power capability, increasingly high quantities of VRAM with greater bandwidth than ever before, 
dozens of stream processors equating to thousands of CUDA cores, yet Autodesk Inventor 
simply fails to utilise it to any productive beneficial extent with respect to accelerating or 
improving on the visual user experience. 
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In case you missed that part or haven’t seen the presentation, we’ll deep dive here. 
Two simple benchmark tests where performed measuring the graphical performance output of 
Autodesk Inventor.  Both tests conducted where on the same workstation, using the same 
dataset, performing the same actions at the same graphical settings level.  All variables 
between the two tests where identical, except the graphics card was changed.  One test was 
using the Nvidia Quadro P2000 whilst the other was performed using the Nvidia Quadro P5000. 
 
The dataset was a large real customer dataset, a remotely operated subsea vehicle consisting 
of 1500 parts and 14000 occurences. 
 

  
 
The above is a still image taken from mid-way through the Quadro P2000 performance test, 
which maintained a consistent 8fps throughout the duration of the test.   
 
(A more accurate methodology would be to use the adjacent 119.6ms value which is frame 
time, how long it took the GPU to draw each successive frame, but to keep this simple we’ll stick 
to how many frames are delivered to the display per second.) 
 
This means that the GPU was rendering 8 frames to the monitor per second whilst the 3D orbit 
function was being executed.  It is widely agreed that the ideal ‘frame rate’ for regular computing 
applications should be around 60 frames per second, parity with the 60Hz refresh rate of most 
monitors.  If a monitor display panel refreshes 60 times per second, receiving 60 frames per 
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second from the graphics card is the best place to be.  Under very little load with minimal 
graphical entities on screen, Autodesk Inventor can render 200 or even 500+ frames per second 
to your monitor, as shown below whilst orbiting a lightweight single part file: 
 

 
 
Despite the extremely high frame count being rendered to your display, because most monitors 
refresh at 60Hz (60 refresh cycles per second), the display is receiving 250 frames each second 
but is only able to display 60.  This essentially means inefficiency, to the tune of 190 frames per 
second not being consumed by the viewer.  In some applications, especially fast moving scenes 
such as video games, the excessive delivery of frames results in what is known as screen 
tearing.  This is when a monitor is overloaded with too many frames for the refresh cycles, 
resulting in multiple frames being displayed in a single screen cycle.  It looks like this, and is 
most unpleasant for the viewer: 
 

 
 
Fortunately for us, this screen tearing effect is not present in Autodesk Inventor due to an 
additional graphics technique being used known as ‘Multiple Buffering’. 
 
But, specifically regarding the test results, my large testing assembly caused the GPU to render 
only 8 frames per second to the monitor.  Again using gaming as a reference, if a video game 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_buffering
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dips below 60 frames per second rendered, this is a byproduct of the software requiring the 
hardware to perform beyond its capabilities.  The GPU will be working at 100% load, but is still 
unable to render enough frames at the desired quality settings to the display, taking longer to 
draw each high quality frame (frame time) causing less to be delivered.  Seeing 8 frames per 
second in a video game would be considered an unplayable experience, it would be stuttery and 
highly unpleasant.  The solution in this scenario is to either lower the game visual quality 
settings, or purchase a more powerful graphics card. 
 
This is what I then did in my testing scenario, after seeing only 8 frames per second being 
delivered in Autodesk Inventor, I replaced the Quadro P2000 with the Quadro P5000 graphics 
card. 
 
By all and every possible metric, the Quadro P5000 is a far more powerful GPU. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With 2.5x CUDA processing cores, 3x GPU Memory (VRAM) at a higher bandwidth, 3x FP32 
TFLOPS, and at 5x the retail price, the Quadro P5000 is magnitudes more powerful across the 
board in comparison to the Quadro P2000. 
 
It’s reasonable to assume that an average consumer struggling with graphical consistency in 
Autodesk Inventor, and 8 frames per second experience with a large assembly definitely 
qualifies as that, would be forgiven for believing that a more powerful graphics card would yield 
a significant improvement in this department. 
 
So with that in mind, performing the same test on the same dataset with the more powerful 
Quadro P5000, what percentage gain did I witness and record after installing the Quadro P5000 
above and beyond 8 frames per second? 
 

A BIG FAT DEPRESSING ZERO. 
 
In fact, it was exactly the same.  See the next page for the results. 
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For the benefit of any Autodesk employees reading this, following the installation of the Quadro P5000, the Nvidia Quadro driver 
411.63 was reinstalled using the clean removal option to ensure a complete reapplication of all driver components, the workstation 
we rebooted twice following the driver installation.  If anyone has any doubts over the validity of these findings, I have countless 
examples of similar testing producing the same end result, alternatively, you could just simply try this yourself and see for yourself.  
Use MSI Afterburner with RivaTuner for frame time readings. 
 
If I was a regular consumer, and I had purchased an extraordinarly expensive graphics card 
with the belief that I would see a tangible increase in graphical performance in Autodesk 
Inventor, I would be feeling very confused right now.  In fact, so much so that I would be inclined 
to RMA the card under the assumption that the graphics card is faulty.  Because to an average 
consumer, how is this even possible? More on that later. 
 
But from my point of view, the non-existent performance gain is not the most concerning 
revelation to emerge from this test. 
 
In the above test result, I’ve also highlighted the ‘GPU Load’ sensor.  This logs how much load 
the GPU is under in real time alongwith the sensor history.  GPU load is the equivalent of you 
punching someone as hard as you can.  With 100% load being a super angry full force, bare 
knuckled, I’ve had my Weetabix this morning and you’re the guy who key scratched my car, 
monumental, Mike Tyson ain’t got nothing on me, absolute rocket of a haymaker to the beak, 
that’s 100% GPU load.  As you can see very clearly in the above sensor reading, whilst Inventor 
is struggling to deliver 8 frames per second, the GPU is under a mere 11% load, consistently, 
throughout the entire test.  To use the previous analogy, that’s a light comical tickle in 
comparison. 
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But that’s not all! 
 
If you take a look at the first sensor reading, GPU Core Clock, this is the frequency of the GPU 
processor.  Again using the previous analogy, this is the equivalent of how many Weetabix you 
had this morning.  That’s actually ridiculous, instead, think of the Core Clock as your car engine.  
Your car likely has a tachometer showing revolutions per minute of the engine, and your car 
maybe has a red-line limit of 7k RPM.  Each GPU has a different red-line limit, it’s the highest 
frequency that the GPU can boost to, in the same way that 7k RPM is the limit of your engine.  
When under heavy load, the GPU will boost up to its red-line limit in order to process tasks as 
fast as possible, which generally ties in with the GPU load being at 100%. 
 
The red-line limit aka the maximum turbo clock frequency of the Quadro P5000 is roughly 
1733.5Mhz.  Yet during the test, whilst Inventor is struggling to deliver a smooth graphical 
experience, the Core Clock frequency is almost idling at a mere 1113.5Mhz. 
 
So that then begs the obvious question, if Inventor is struggling graphically to the point where 
it’s visibly sluggish at 8 frames per second, why is Inventor obvlivious to the fact that I have 
89% of one of the most powerful professional graphics cards in the world, literally doing 
nothing, and why is the GPU Core Clock not being utilised to its maximum potential?   
 
Well, it just isn’t optimised to use it.  The graphics in Inventor are CPU dependent, the GPU 
delivers the frames to the display but the calculations regarding what is displayed, what’s hidden 
and powering the engine that turns and orbits the model is all done by the CPU.  Because the 
GPU does not compute what is displayed, having a more powerful GPU will give no visual 
performance benefits in terms of smoothness and visual fidelity. 
 
Sadly, this isn’t an isolated incident.  As you may have gathered by now, I’ve been performing 
this type of research for a few years across multiple versions of Autodesk Inventor, on every 
possible variation of hardware on the market, and these findings have been consistent across 
the board.  Please also note that there are no performance enhancements to be gained from 
using a Quadro card over a GeForce product.  Should I have used for example a GeForce GTX 
1070 card, the resulting frame rate in the same test would have been identical. 
 
If you are indeed curious as to what might increase the graphical performance of Autodesk 
Inventor, this is discussed in the main presentation and later on in this document. 
 
Well, all in all that was a fairly damning indictment, it would appear that the messaging here is 
that you should buy the cheapest lowest grade graphics card on the market! 
 

Not so fast! 
Clearly, Inventor isn’t even attempting to use the power of the higher end GPUs, Inventor does 
not accelerate in visual performance when a more powerful card is used.  I think by now, it 
should be fairly apparent that even if Inventor did support multiple graphics cards in SLI or using 
NVLink, this would provide zero gains and would be the dictionary definition of a waste of 
money.  But that does not mean you should select the cheapest graphics card in the 
configurator, there are a couple of important considerations to keep in mind here. 
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Enterprise Customers 
 
It is my recommendation that if you’re purchasing workstations for an enterprise environment, or 
any business for that matter, always chose the professional GPU products.  The support, 
warranty and certification that comes with the professional cards is very valuable in business.  
How well that translates to actual help & assitance in the real world when it comes to logging 
support issues, that’s another story.  But I certainly wouldn’t like to answer to a C level executive 
following a major software incompatibility incident, and have to explain why I sourced in 
hundreds of GeForce products which aren’t eligible for software level fixes in our CAD 
applications. 
 
Video RAM 
 
This is by far the most important feature on the video card for Autodesk Inventor, and the one 
which requires the most consideration. 
Video RAM (VRAM), otherwise known as the frame buffer, is a type of random access memory 
used to store image data intended for the monitor display.   
Depending on the graphics card, the quantity of VRAM varies greatly from product to product.  
And as is the case with many computing components, this has increased over the years, as has 
the requirement and demands for it. 
Back some time ago, during the Windows XP era for example, applications where not as texture 
rich as they are today.  Therefore during that era, it was typical for a graphics card to have 
between 500mb to 1GB of VRAM, for example the very popular Nvidia Quadro 2000 was 
equipped with 1GB of VRAM. 
 

 
 
During that time, it was highly unlikely that a typical workstation would exceed the 1GB VRAM 
limit. 
In recent times, computer graphics have come a long way… the introduction of higher resolution 
displays has paved the way for higher resolution texture data, which significantly increases the 
required VRAM.  It is now common for many users to use two or three displays, the more 
monitors that are used increases the demand on VRAM, and as the workstation CPUs become 
more capable at multi-tasking allowing for more applications and documents to be opened 
concurrently, this also places a greater demand on the need for more VRAM. 
It’s impossible to predict how much VRAM your workstation will call for over the duration of your 
use, it’s a resource which fluctuates as a result of what you have running and how much data 
you’re handling i.e. assembly size, drawing details.  But with a two monitor setup, with just 
Autodesk Inventor and basic Office applications open, it’s common for the workstation to use 
anything up to 2.5GB VRAM. 
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What happens if the system requires 2.5GB VRAM but there is only 1GB VRAM on the 
GPU? 
 
When the GPU runs out of video RAM, but the applications require additional texture 
information to be stored for use, Windows and the software applications will page to and stream 
the texture data from system RAM or even from the main storage device.  Whilst it will get the 
job done, system RAM for example is far slower than video RAM with higher latency, and 
streaming textures from these sources will result in a noticeable degradation in graphical 
performance. 
 
Therefore when purchasing your workstation, it is important to chose a graphics card with 
sufficient video RAM.  Because it is impossible to predict how much you could need over time, it 
is sensible to purchase a graphics card which should never become a bottleneck regardless of 
what you may use in the future.  As of today, the mid-range Nvidia Quadro P4000 has 8GB 
VRAM which for most users, should be more than enough to ensure that this will never be an 
issue over the lifespan of the workstation.  A graphics card with 2GB of video RAM will 
experience issues at some point during Autodesk Inventor usage, 4GB of video RAM should be 
acceptable providing you don’t use visually expensive third party programs which consume vast 
amounts of VRAM, therefore 8GB RAM should be a good place to be providing you can allocate 
the budget for a graphics card with this specification.  However, as demonstrated in the class 
presentation, it is possible to exceed 10GB VRAM usage depending on the quantity and quality 
of visual parts in session. 
 
In conclusion, the graphics card plays a far less important role in Autodesk Inventor than many 
would think.  Autodesk have made a conscious effort to ensure that Inventor can run on low end 
systems without implementing a suitable scaling mechanism for higher end hardware, with the 
unfortunately reality being that todays low end hardware is now more powerful than the ultra-
high powerful graphics cards from 10 years ago, resulting with as demonstrated earlier, even 
the low end Quadro P2000 being under utilised whilst handling a large dataset.  But as a factor 
in your purchasing decision, consider what other applications you may require graphics power 
for and chose the most capable GPU within your budget.  As a general rule, I will typically 
specify the Nvidia Quadro n4000 for a workstation intended for any level of Autodesk Inventor.  
But if you’re potentially working with datasets that contain around or over 100,000 visual parts, 
and/or use 1440p or 4K monitor displays, the n5000 range or higher which has 16GB of VRAM 
or more, may be required. 
 
I cannot stress enough how approximate the below table is, but this is based on potential limits 
which could be way off depending on other applications in use, display resolution and number of 
displays.  It’s very possible a 20k part assembly could require less than 8GB VRAM, and it’s 
possible a 100k assembly may never require anything close to 16GB VRAM, this is just a very 
rough guide to use as a starting point. 
 
1-10k visible parts Minimum 4GB VRAM 
10k-50k visible parts Minimum 8GB VRAM 
50k-100k visible parts Minimum 11GB VRAM 
100k+ visible parts Minimum 16GB VRAM 
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The CPU 
 
Here we are, the most important component within any Autodesk Inventor workstation.  And the 
component which most buyers get wrong, materialising into years of frustration without knowing 
why, years of blaming Inventor for being sluggish, before repeating the same mistakes again 
with their next workstation purchase. 
 
Quite simply put, the CPU is the driving force behind almost everything that you do in Autodesk 
Inventor.  Let’s drive this point home with a benchmark test, featuring a topic just recently 
discussed in this document.  In the previous section, I showed how upgrading from an entry 
level GPU to a high-end workstation GPU yielded absolutely zero graphical gains in Inventor, 
the output to the display didn’t see so much as a single frame per second increase. 
 
That’s because, contrary to almost everything you’ve been led to believe about computer 
graphics and 3D CAD, the CPU is the engine behind Inventors graphics engine. 
 
Observe this chart taken from the main class presentation.  This is an FPS test performed on 
the same dataset, same PC, same GPU, the ecosystem was absolutely identical from test to 
test.  The only variable is that the CPU clock frequency was increased for each test. 
 

 
 
This tells quite the story.  Increasing the CPU clock frequency by 19% from 3.4GHz to 4.0GHz 
yielded exactly a 19% increase in graphical performance.  There was an almost perfectly linear 
increase in frame delivery to the monitor as the CPU clock speed was increased through to 
5.1GHz. 
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In addition to the above graphical test, I performed a further 20+ real world benchmark tests 
changing the CPU clock speed each time.  An almost identical linear performance delta was 
observed for each test as the CPU clock speed increased, this includes opening large datasets, 
saving large datasets, creating drawing views, importing files, shrink wrapping and many more.   
 
It is undisputable that every function within Autodesk Inventor, including graphical smoothness, 
is directly reliant on the CPU clock frequency.  This is due to most of the Inventors code being 
limited to the use of a single core on a CPU.  If a task can only use a single core, it makes 
sense that this task will be completed faster if that core is running at a higher frequency.  And 
unfortunately, the majority of functions within Autodesk Inventor that do cause long wait times, 
are indeed limited to only one CPU core. 
 
Here’s an example.  The below image is a screen grab of a 6 core Intel Xeon CPU activity mid-
way through opening a large assembly.  This operation took 6 minutes to complete.  This is a 
genuine customers dataset, there are currently real Autodesk customers waiting 6 or more 
minutes for this assembly to open on their workstations, causing them immense frustration.  I 
know this, because it was reported to me at my office, this is my company’s assembly: 
 

 
 
It’s difficult to highlight due to the light shade of blue, but the highlighted area is one of twelve 
CPU threads, representing one of six CPU cores.  Notice it is the only thread being used by 
Inventor, 11 of the 12 threads are sitting idle with no activity at all.  It took 6 minutes to open this 
assembly, and throughout the entire duration, my workstation had 11 free threads available to 
be used, but it didn’t, because it’s a single threaded workflow, and this is the same story for 
most of the heavy workloads performed in Autodesk Inventor. 
(Using one thread at 100% is the equivalent of using one core at 100%, providing the other 
thread on the core is not under load). 
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So, if Autodesk Inventor is locked to only use one core, this is why we emphasise so 
emphatically that clock speed is so important.  Earlier in the document, I used the analogy that 
the GPU core clock frequency was similar to the tachometer on a car, with GPU clock frequency 
being the equivalent to RPM of an engine.  The same applies here with CPU clock frequency. 
 
To further stress this point, I used a slide in the main class presentation showing a $550 cheap 
home-built computer which outperformed a $7500 Lenovo Workstation in the Inventor Bench 
Test.  The $550 cheap computer completed the computational modelling workflows in Inventor 
in half the time of the Lenovo workstation. 
 

 
 
Q. How can a $550 bargain bin computer perform tasks this much quicker in a professional 3D 
CAD application than a purpose-built workstation at 20x the cost?  
 
A. Simple.  The clock speed of the CPU was higher. 
 
It is genuinely that straight forward and fundamentally basic.  
 
A budget two core CPU running at a higher clock frequency, for some users, is more suited for 
Autodesk Inventor than a current generation Xeon platform with 20 cores at a low clock 
frequency. 
 
Note: Moore’s Law does apply here.  For example, a 10-year-old CPU at 3.2Ghz may perform worse than a current 
generation CPU running at 2.6GHz 
 
For the $550 computer, I purchased a very cheap Intel Pentium G3258, a budget entry-level 
CPU launched in Q2 of 2014 based on the Haswell architecture.  This processor was factory 
tuned to 3.2GHz on 2 cores, however it received notoriety for its incredible overclocking 
potential, and I was therefore able to overclock the cores to 4.2Ghz.  By then carefully selecting 
the other parts in the PC as to not cause a bottleneck i.e. using an SSD, a graphics card with 
sufficient VRAM, the PC became a great little driver for Autodesk Inventor. 
Please note however that this PC was not specified with the intention of being recommended as 
an alternative for a professional workstation.  Not only is a 2 core CPU without hyperthreading 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law
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not great for real world multi-tasking, but I cannot, will not and never have suggested or 
recommended that anyone should build their own computer for use in a commercial 
environment.  The sole point of this endeavour was purely to highlight the benefits of the CPU at 
higher clock speeds, which was achieved to a level beyond my expectations. 
 
Clock speed is king then, we’ve probably all heard this expression used at some point.  But 
aren’t Autodesk actively working on enabling certain modules in Inventor to utilise more than 
one core? Otherwise known as multi-threading? Autodesk do say this on their own site, Inventor 
is beginning to utilise more than one core in certain workflows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, shouldn’t we all now begin considering the purchasing of higher core count CPUs? 
Well, due to current CPU manufacturing processes, there’s an inherent issue with all CPUs.   
That issue is heat.   
The faster a single core is running at, the more heat it generates.  A CPU core at 5.0GHz emits 
significantly more heat than a CPU core at 3.5GHz for example. 
If Intel place 4 cores into a CPU die at 5.0GHz, that’s a lot of heat, and will require an expensive 
and high-end cooling solution to manage that heat.  If they then up that to 6 cores at 5.0GHz, 
that’s even more heat.  And so on. 
There comes a point whereby Intel simply cannot have a greater number of cores running at 
such high frequencies, the heat emitted is far too intense and cooling becomes impossible. 
Therefore, to counter this, when Intel manufacture an 18 core CPU for example, they must 
lower the core frequencies in order to maintain reasonable thermal output.  This is why higher 
core count CPUs are always set to a lower clock frequency than lower core count CPUs. 
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For example, the Xeon W-2195 CPU has 18 cores, but they all run at a very low base frequency 
of 2.30GHz.  The ‘Max Turbo Frequency’ is the maximum that a single core can boost to at any 
one time, with the other 17 cores remaining at 2.30GHz.   
 
 

 

 
 
Whilst it would be reasonable to hope that Inventor would always be the application to receive 
that boost, that won’t always be the case, Inventor may be allocated a lower frequency core for 
many of its operations, resulting in a terrible user experience made worse considering the price 
of this CPU is $2550.  There is a high likelihood that the $550 cheap PC mentioned earlier 
would process most Inventor operations in a faster time than a workstation equipped with this 
CPU.  Regarding heat generated, it would simply be impossible for all 18 cores on a single die 
to sustain a frequency of 4.30GHz using the stock default cooling solution typically provided with 
vendor workstations.  This is why the base frequency is as low as 2.30GHz on this CPU. 
 
In comparison, the Xeon E-2186G CPU has a lower core count of 6 cores, allowing Intel to 
increase the base frequency to 3.80GHz on all cores, with a boost frequency of 4.70GHz: 
 

 

 
 
Fewer cores generate less heat, therefore the compromise can be made with clock frequency, 
enabling the fewer cores to run at a higher frequency. 
 
So, if Inventor is beginning to adopt multi-core workflows, which CPU is beneficial to Inventor 
and its multi-core supported modules? Are 18 cores at 2.30GHz better than 6 cores at 
3.80Ghz? 
 
18 * 2.30GHz = 41.4GHz 
6 * 3.80GHz = 22.8GHz 
 
Seems like a no-brainer? Surely having 41.4GHz worth of processing power powering my 
drawing views is nearly twice as fast as a mere 22.8GHz? That’s roughly 1.8x more processing 
power! 
As always, it’s never that straight forward! 
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Yes, objectively, 41.4GHz is more power than 22.8GHz.  Let’s assume that, given 41.4GHz is 
1.8x more processing power than 22.8GHz, that your drawing views will finish computing 1.8x 
faster.   
Instead of waiting 109 seconds, you’re only waiting 60 seconds.   
This sounds on paper to be a win-win situation, however, consider that the 41.4GHz CPU is 
$2550 but the 22.8GHz CPU is only $450, that’s a cost increase of roughly 5.6x for a 
performance gain of 1.82x.   
Now, this seems like a terrible deal?  
Whilst the pricing is correct, these performance figures are all grossly inaccurate and 
speculative, but you get the point. 
 
But yet again, it’s not that cut and dry, because our workstations are used to generate income.  
Time is money.  So, whilst the initial expenditure is greater, the workstation will generate income 
at a greater return on investment? 
 
But yet again, yet again, it’s never that cut and dry! Unfortunately, the modules within Autodesk 
Inventor that are labelled as multi-core supported, do not use 100% of the CPU power for the 
entire duration of the requested operation.  For example, if you place 4 drawing views and begin 
the processing of the views, Inventor will not use 100% of all the CPU cores for the full duration 
of the task.  This is beyond the users control and is at the mercy of Autodesk Inventor software 
optimisations.   
Here is exactly that scenario and the CPU activity for the duration of the operation: 
 

 
 
The blue activity indicates the core utilisation over the duration of the drawing view creation. The 
red arrow points to the time where the drawing views finished processing.  As you can see, 
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there was a period of 30 seconds out of the 70 seconds where the CPU was almost entirely idle 
at 0% usage.  Also, for some of this operation, the CPU power was called in short bursts, 
spikes, this behaviour is generally more suited for CPUs running at a higher frequency.  There 
was a 20 second period within the operation where all cores were being used at near 100%, but 
having a higher core count CPU for this short period is certainly not going to greatly improve the 
completion time of the drawing views considering the remaining majority of the time was spent 
with the CPU at near idle.  Certainly not to the tune of justifying $2550 for the CPU! 
 
This is indicative of the typical behaviour witnessed across most of Inventors multi-core 
modules, with ray trace rendering being the only exception.  The ray tracing within Autodesk 
Inventor will consistently, reliably and sustainably utilise 100% of the CPU and all its cores for 
the entire duration of the render process.  However! Perhaps I’m being unreasonable here, but if 
visualisation and rendering is a mission critical operation for you, so much so that you can justify 
the expenditure on a high core count Xeon workstation, there’s an argument for debating 
whether creating your renders within Autodesk Inventor is the right thing to do.  Perhaps a more 
dedicated rendering package would be more suited for your needs, which would then change 
the requirements for the rest of the workstation specification if that was the case. 
 
CPU Options 
 

The underdog makes a comeback? 
 
 
So, now that we’ve discovered how Autodesk Inventor interfaces with the CPU, and we’ve 
established that clock speed is the most important factor when choosing a CPU, which CPU do 
you go for? There are so many options even at similar clock frequencies, so many model 
numbers that they seem to all blur into meaningless text on a screen. 
 
Like all other areas covered by this document, this could and probably should be a separate 
document.  But I’ll provide a low level overview of the current market options. 
 
The computer CPU market is mostly made up of two major manufacturers, Intel and AMD.  Both 
manufacturers offer a range of CPUs positioned towards different sectors, for example home 
users and professional users.   
The current generation of AMD CPU products are based on the “Zen” architecture and are 
branded as “Ryzen”.  The Ryzen brand has numerous products in the line, positioned towards 
desktop users and workstation applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Workstation line from Ryzen is branded as “ThreadRipper”, however there are currently no 
AMD CPU products available in vendor workstations at the time of writing this document.  The 
AMD Ryzen platform is primarily deployed into enthusiast PC systems for gaming and home 
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production work, used within home-built systems.  It is being slowly adopted into entry level 
vendor systems but is yet to penetrate into the workstation sector. 
 
Within the PC enthusiast community, the AMD Ryzen platform was met with a mixed response 
when it was released to market in Q1 2017.  Intel had been dominating the CPU market for 
several years with the nearest competing AMD product being overwhelmingly inadequate, with 
its price point being the only saving grace.  The dominance, and some might say arrogance of 
Intel led to complacency and minimal incremental product enhancements year on year, causing 
a growing frustration towards Intel.  Therefore, when AMD began teasing the release of the 
Ryzen platform, this caused an immense build up of hype and expectations that Intel may finally 
face competition in the market. 
It was however, not to everybody’s expectations. 
The new Ryzen platform had an advantage over Intel in that the flagship Ryzen7 CPU was an 8 
core CPU, with the competing flagship Intel i7 CPU only being a 4 core CPU at the time.  Whilst 
the Ryzen7 CPU was positioned at a slightly lower price point, suggesting more power for less 
cost, the Ryzen platform across the board suffered from low clock frequencies.  The default 
highest Ryzen7 frequency was 4.0GHz, resulting in Ryzen being woefully substandard and 
disappointing in all single threaded workloads – which of course, Autodesk Inventor is just that.  
Priced at $499, it was a tough sell to all but the most hardcore of AMD fans, it had a place in 
some multi-threaded workloads but for Autodesk Inventor, it was impossible to recommend… 
even after the subsequent price reductions. 
 
 
 Love them or hate them, you can’t deny them… well you could, but you’d be wrong. 
 
Intel have been the dominant force in the CPU market for many years now.  As discussed 
earlier, complacency due to a lack of competition in the consumer desktop market resulted in 
several years’ worth of minimal innovation, instead choosing to deliver minor incremental 
enhancements to their product line. 
 
Intel have two major CPU lines, the Core and Xeon.  Within these lines are dozens of CPU 
model variations per generation.  Each model has a slightly different specification to the next, 
enabling Intel to provide an offering to all consumers from a low through to a high price point.   
 

 
 
The Core line is marketed towards home consumers and gamers, and is split into 4 primary 
sub-brands, the i3, i5, i7 and the recently introduced i9. 
The Xeon line is marketed towards business and enterprise clients, the product line however 
isn’t so clear cut, there are many variants dating back to older generations which are still offered 
in workstations and servers on sale today.  But the current generation Xeon sub-brands are 
Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze, E, D and W.  This is undeniably confusing, however they 
aren’t intended for regular consumers. 
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Although the Core and Xeon products are intended for hugely opposing implementations, they 
have more in common with each other than you might first think.  In fact, in many cases, they’re 
absolutely identical in all but some additional non-performance enhancing add-on feature sets. 
 
Historically, the flagship Core products where always limited to 4 cores and 8 threads.  This was 
until recently, following the comeback of AMD with their 8 core Ryzen competitor, Intel 
responded to the competition and subsequently increased the core count on their i7 line to 6 
cores with the i7-8700K, and then later 8 cores with the i7-9700K and the i9-9900K.  Intel also 
offer an ‘Extreme’ and ‘X’ edition of the Core line denoted by the XE and X suffix, which 
increase the core count up to 18 cores. 
 
The Intel Core product line, although in many cases cut from the same silicon as the Xeon line, 
offers some advantages and disadvantages.  Here is an example. 
 
Q.  If I have roughly $400 to spend on a fast CPU, why should I choose the popular i7-8700K 
over the identical Xeon E-2176G? They have the same number of cores and frequency, but I 
hear that Xeon is a higher quality product? 
 

A.  Even though the two CPUs are quite literally 
identical, the first benefit of the i7-8700K is the 
ability to overclock the base frequency beyond 
factory specification.  Many i7-8700K owners can 
force the base frequency to 5.1GHz on all 6 cores 
with a suitable cooling solution in place, making the 
i7-8700K a formidable CPU and significantly more 
powerful than the Xeon E-2176G with that 
overclock.  However, overclocking does introduce 
increased risk of system instability, increased heat, 
neither of which are desirable in a commercial 
environment.  It is not possible to apply an 
overclock to a Xeon CPU. 
Second, and possibly the most significant 
differentiation between the Core and Xeon product 
line, is the ecosystem/compatible parts.  Each and 
every CPU requires a supported motherboard, and 
the motherboard built for the Core line are designed 
for gamers and home users.  Therefore, they are 

designed and built with feature sets relevant to that audience.  Intel Core supported 
motherboards tend to have a more pleasing aesthetic which is important to some users, along 
with more consumer-oriented features such as built in multi-channel digital audio, wi-fi support 
and Bluetooth support, enhanced voltage regulation modules, wider variety of internal and 
external connectivity ports to name but a few.  Many of these features are unlikely to be 
included on a Xeon supported motherboard.  In addition to this, there is simply a better and 
wider variety of choice of components to supplement an Intel Core based system. 
 
Q.  If I have roughly $400 to spend on a fast CPU, why should I choose the Xeon E-2176G over 
the popular i7-8700K? They have the same number of cores and frequency, but I hear that I can 
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listen to Justin Bieber in surround sound and look at flashing lights on the motherboard with a 
Core system? 
 
A.  Very few people will build a system at home using an Intel Xeon CPU.  The mass majority of 
systems containing an Intel Xeon will be vendor workstations.  A perk of a vendor workstation is 
that the system is fully built and handed over to you in full working order, tested, certified, with 
warranty business support.  The trade off of not having the advantages of the Core platform is 
the peace of mind that comes with the vendor workstation, you place your trust in the vendor to 
build and supply a workstation in addition to after sales support.  Specifically regarding the Xeon 
CPU, Intel understand that customers purchasing a Xeon will be deploying them into 
commercial environments, therefore the Xeon product line are further engineered for greater 
longevity.  The Xeon line also supports additional enterprise feature sets such as enhanced 
virtualisation support and ECC RAM compatibility. 
 
Hopefully this overview of the two product lines sufficiently explains the different clientele that 
these CPUs are intended for. 
 
Quite simply put, if you’re a home user looking to source a computer to work and play 
games on, the Core products are better suited for this.  If you’re an IT manager looking to 
source 200 workstations for an engineering office, the Xeon based vendor workstations 
are better suited for this. 
 
Some workstation vendors do offer the Core product line in their systems, but referring explicitly 
to Autodesk Inventor, there is little benefit other than a minimal cost reduction to choosing a 
Core CPU in a vendor workstation. 
 
So, can you not just tell me which Xeon I should go for and save me the hassle of 
absorbing all of this?! 
 
Yes and no.  Yes, because there is a ‘best for Inventor’ Xeon CPU, and no because Intel may 
release a better one tomorrow, they may have released a further four by the time you read this! 
 
Let’s summarise the criteria and eliminate the product line down to the ideal Xeon CPU. 
 
We’ve established that having lots of cores is of no benefit to Autodesk Inventor, and a higher 
core count causes a reduction in clock frequency, which directly reduces Inventors 
performance. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT BUYER BEWARE: Even though the marketing material for a vendor 
workstation will state it is fully certified and approved for 3D CAD, they will still offer a range of 
CPUs in the online configurator that are absolutely unsuitable for Autodesk Inventor.  It will be 
possible to build and purchase a very expensive workstation which will arrive and perform worse 
than what you’re already using, or within the same configurator, build and purchase “the right 
workstation for Autodesk Inventor”. 
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For example, the Dell Precision 5820 Tower 
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The marketing material makes a convincing case, blazing fast performance, run your software 
as fast as possible, ISV certified, automatically tunes your application to the fastest speeds 
possible.  Most of these statements are unsubstantiated, generic and objectively untrue. 
 
Why? Because the default CPU for the Dell Precision 5820 is the Intel Xeon W-2102 running at 
a painfully low 2.9GHz.  It would be worryingly easy to configure this workstation to anything up 
to and even beyond $9000 with this CPU installed, with you believing you’ve purchased yourself 
a powerhouse of a workstation which will run your software as fast as possible, you’re not to 
know that the CPU is woefully inadequate for Autodesk Inventor! In actual fact, Inventor would 
be horrifically sluggish due to the entire workstation being bottlenecked by that 2.9GHz CPU. 
 
My cheap $550 home-built PC would open and handle Inventor datasets more efficiently than 
this $9000 calamity. 
 
Before I’m sued by Dell for defamatory slanderous comments, the above exercise is also 
possible with both HP and Lenovo.  The above system is not inherently bad at all, it’s just bad 
for Autodesk Inventor.  It is possible to configure a tremendously fast workstation for Autodesk 
Inventor inside the Dell Precision 5820 providing you chose the right parts. 
 
This isn’t theoretical potential territory either, I’ve unfortunately experienced this happening on 
numerous occasions.  The IT team have had a misplaced belief in their own confidence and 
ability to understand the requirements, they therefore trusted this marketing material and 
assumed that any Xeon is good enough for 3D CAD, they should all ‘do the job’, and this 
resulted in the company-wide purchasing of very expensive workstations that I would deem fit 
for the garbage on arrival. 
 
I think we can all agree that this document has covered enough detail already, so I’ll refrain from 
individually commenting on the merits of each Xeon CPU and jump straight to the ‘right’ Xeon 
for Autodesk Inventor. 
 
Based on the models available at the time of writing, the ‘right’ Xeon for Autodesk Inventor is: 
 

 

 
 
Very closely followed by the Intel Xeon E-2176G which is identical in all respects but is 100MHz 
lower on the Processor Base Frequency. 
These CPUs are a great price, which helps keep the overall workstation price low.  They offer 
the highest compromise between base and boost frequency of all the Xeon models, whilst also 
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offering 6 cores and 12 threads for any multi-threaded operations you may undertake either 
within or external to Autodesk Inventor. 
 
An honourable mention needs to be made here as there may be some readers wondering why 
they haven’t been mentioned.  Intel do offer a line of Xeons which are branded ‘W’ which is an 
abbreviation for ‘Workstation’.  This seems to elude to the them being ideal for workstation 
applications, such as Autodesk Inventor. 
 
The most appropriate CPU from the ‘W’ line is the W-2135: 
 

 

 
 
No doubt, this CPU will perform admirably with Autodesk Inventor.  The base frequency of 
3.70Ghz and boost up to 4.50GHz is similar to the previously noted Xeons, as well as it also 
packing 6 cores and 12 threads. 
 
Standalone, this is a great CPU.  In comparison and as a choice between the former options, 
this is not so great. 
 
It’s nearly twice the price.  Why? Primarily because this ‘Workstation CPU’ supports up to 
512GB of system memory running in quad channel mode (the Xeon E-2186G supports 64GB in 
dual channel mode) as well as some additional architectural features that Inventor cannot take 
advantage of.  If you are one of the few 3D CAD users who may require more than 64GB RAM, 
then indeed this should be your CPU of choice, but for most customers, 64GB is more than 
enough.   
 
In addition to that, and more importantly, this ‘Workstation’ Xeon is based on the older ‘Skylake’ 
architecture, whereas the Xeon E-2186G is based on the newer ‘Coffee Lake’ architecture.  The 
3.7GHz base frequency of both Xeons is not apples to apples, it is always advised to chose the 
newest architecture possible to take advantage of the passive performance improvements that 
go along with that. 
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The “Right Workstation for Autodesk Inventor” 
 
To be clear, everybody has different needs, and just as polarising, everybody can be on a 
different budget.  However, as I hope this document has outlined, the best performance in 
Autodesk Inventor is not a luxury afforded only to the super rich. 
 
This document has discussed the extreme diminishing returns that will be encountered when 
purchasing super high end hardware for an Autodesk Inventor workstation, but also how some 
components can cause a bottleneck if not adequately specified. 
 
Therefore, the below specification (based on parts available today) is the absolute sweet spot 
for Autodesk Inventor.  The sweet spot being that cutting costs on some parts may reduce 
performance, whilst investing more in some parts may yield zero performance gains. 
 

 
 
The above configuration can be sourced from major workstation vendors such as HP and Dell, 
prices will vary but the perfect configuration should retail for roughly between $2000-2500. 
Parts availability will change over time, but the core messaging behind the part selection will 
remain the same.   
 
During the conception of this AU 2018 class and the drafting of this document, Hewlett Packard 
kindly sent this exact workstation specification out to me for testing with Autodesk Inventor.  As 
expected, this workstation spec outperformed all other system configurations and was, within 
margin of error, even with the i7-8700K which as discussed is the same physical CPU. 
 
Please see the below, a selection of benchmark tests taken from several systems.  
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Please remember, not all workstation models are identical in spec.  It is possible to 
choose an inappropriate CPU for the HP Z2 G4 Workstation which would guarantee it in 
becoming a terrible performer, the “Right Workstation” requires the “Right Specification” 
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Closing Opinions 
 
There has been an awful lot of information discussed and presented in this document.  All of 
which led to concluding the specification for the “Right Workstation for Autodesk Inventor”.   
But there is a lot to be said here, there has been some concerning findings presented but it’s a 
polarising topic, with conflicting points of view. 
 
For example, the nature of Autodesk Inventor being single threaded for the most part, results in 
most customers seeing the huge majority of their hardware investment being underutilised.  The 
frustration resulting from knowing that you have purchased expensive hardware capable of 
working smarter and faster, but your software simply cannot use it, is undoubtedly a concern for 
customers.  Witnessing five of the six cores in your workstation sitting idle whilst you’re waiting 
several or dozens of minutes before you can even begin working, is something that Autodesk 
need to address.  These are not isolated incidents, this is just one of many examples.  But I’m 
also consciously aware that not every user will experience such dramatic bottlenecks, these are 
the customers who may not be so concerned about the underutilisation and would rather that 
Autodesk focus on further new feature development or ‘bug fixing’.  Whether or not you’re 
actively concerned about this point at all is one thing, but what is an objective fact, is that it’s a 
mandatory piece of knowledge which should influence which workstation you buy. 
 
In a similar light, the measurable lack of GPU utilisation is a pain point for some too.  We’re at a 
point in the evolution of technology where the now low-end products are more powerful than the 
high-end products of 10 years ago, and even these new low-end products are underutilised in 
our professional 3D CAD applications.  I personally feel quite sorry for customers when I see 
them proudly announce that they have purchased an expensive ultra-high-end graphics card 
under the belief that they’re now experiencing ultra-high-end performance in Inventor, not being 
aware that what they’ve actually purchased is crippling diminishing returns with no performance 
gain.  Any gain they believe they can see is nothing more than a placebo.  Only a small 
percentage of Inventor users are familiar with terms such as DirectX and OpenGL, they aren’t 
aware of what goes in the background.  But from the other side, some feel it’s a benefit that 
Inventor isn’t reliant on the graphics card… allowing Inventor to run safely on very old platforms 
and ultra-low-end specifications.  Personally, I don’t agree that this is a good thing, but that’s an 
argument for another time. 
 
Year on year, Autodesk endeavour to please the customer base by introducing software level 
features and functionality to help assist us with productivity gains, whether that be additional 
ways in which you can perform a sweep feature, 3D annotations, 3D PDFs through to 
streamlining the user interface and right click menu interactions.  They’re under immense 
pressure to deliver, and these efforts are commendable and always welcome.  The argument is 
a polarising one, understandably, many customers do say they prefer the new features over 
passive performance gains, many of those users perhaps work on smaller datasets and may 
never experience the severe delays of the single threaded experience, their opinion on this 
matter will differ dramatically from someone like myself who has to explain to numerous people 
on a daily basis why their Inventor is running so painfully slow. 
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Certainly not to all users, but to many users, those smarter hardware optimisations for existing 
workflows could introduce more productivity gains than any new tool or feature tweak ever 
could.  There is no ‘right’ direction for product development that would keep everyone happy. 
 
But, as much as I could elaborate even further on the matter, discussing the reasons why things 
are the way they are, discussing the pro’s and cons of each point of view, this is after all a class 
on buying the right workstation.  Part of that remit is to make customers aware of how the 
workstation is utilised by the software, but the argument surrounding the rights and wrongs of 
this should probably continue elsewhere and away from here. 
 
Needless to say, not everyone agrees that performance is the highest priority.  Believe it or not, 
I am also in that camp.  I would prefer to see Inventor support VR, better mobile integration, a 
better and more reliable Vault interface to name but a few.  But we’re not really seeing that 
either, and the issue of multi-threading support is up there and it’s a big one, and it’s something 
that can’t be overlooked when it comes to considering the workstation you run Inventor on. 
 
To balance this out, in fairness to the Autodesk Inventor team, they have worked extremely 
hard to introduce performance enhancements alongside productivity tools over the past several 
years, in what sometimes must feel like a thankless task, I’m in no way implying that this has 
been neglected and ignored.  We’ve seen significant new modules such as Levels of Detail, 
Express Mode, background drawing view updates, tweaks to the existing code to increase 
performance in some areas to name a few. 
 
They have also actively worked on some areas to support multi-threading which has resulted in 
the claim that Inventor is now “partially multi-threaded”.  These areas are detailed in the 
document linked here, it shows the areas of Autodesk Inventor which have been adjusted to 
support multi-threading.   
 
Personally – I have many issues with that list, claiming Inventor is partially multi-threaded is a 
dubious statement at best and a bit of a stretch.  But I think I’ve already given Autodesk a hard-
enough time here and to discuss that document further is well outside of the scope of this AU 
class, so I’ll perhaps leave that for another day, or a YouTube video, shameless plug. 
 
Whatever your thoughts and opinions are on any of the topics raised here, and whatever mine 
might be, the “Right Workstation for Autodesk Inventor” is currently dictated by simple criteria.  
The right workstation will be different next year with respect to part numbers and model names, 
but the ideology behind choosing those parts remains the same, for as long as Inventor remains 
the same. 
 
And that concludes this unreasonably long deep dive into “Buying the Right Workstation for 
Autodesk Inventor”.  If you actually read this from start through to the finish, I apologise for any 
grammatical errors and punctuation issues, the majority of this document was written between 
the hours of 2-4am and the words began to merge together at some points! But thanks for your 
attention, if you’re interested in this subject and want to see more, please visit my YouTube 
channel TFI CAD Tips where I cover this type of content on an increasingly regular basis. 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/inventor-products/troubleshooting/caas/sfdcarticles/sfdcarticles/Support-for-multi-core-processors.html
http://www.tficad.tips/
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